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Abstract—Nowadays, research and development of Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) widely supporting various available application such as oil/gas monitoring system, tsunami monitoring, disaster prevention, and environmental monitoring has become increasingly popular among academicians and industries. However, to develop efficient communication in UWSNs is a difficult duty due to the irregular nature of the underwater environment. In our previous review [14], we did an elaborate theoretical survey on UWSNs routing protocols. In this work, we are going to evaluate the performance of some of the UWSNs routing protocols under high-density network condition. To simulate a high-density UWSNs, we are placing hundreds of underwater nodes in a small three-dimensional topographical area and study the behavior of the routing protocol and the network. We have chosen to evaluate some of the frequently addressed underwater routing protocols such as Underwater Flooding (UWFlooding), Vector-Based Forwarding (VBF), and Hop by Hop Vector-Based Forwarding (HH-VBF) under this high-density network scenarios. The result of our study shows that VBF and HH-VBF perform better in term of the number of packets received, dropped packets and PDR, while UWFlooding performs better in term of cumulative delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the successful exploration of the knowledge of the land and its structure, thanks to the development of technology in the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has given a similar inspiration to researchers in the underwater area. Therefore, researchers are keen to explore underwater environments with the same technology that can be called Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) [1]. However, because the underwater environment has unique features such as high water pressure, wide area and environmentally abusive conditions, the use of UWSNs without any human involvement is the most appropriate way [2].

Due to the land and underwater environment have numerous differences in characteristics, UWSNs cannot directly apply the established technology design for land which is Terrestrial Wireless Sensor Networks (TWSNs). One of the hottest research topics at UWSNs is routing protocol design which can promise the consistency and effectiveness of the communication of packet data from the source nodes to destination nodes. This designing routing protocol, until now is one of the key issues in UWSNs [3–5].

Most of the power sensor nodes in UWSNs use batteries that have restricted capacity and it is difficult to charge and replace [1]. Operating sensor nodes in UWSNs are experienced more energy consumption compared to WSN sensor nodes as a result of the use of acoustic waves for communication and due to the use of acoustic which experiencing high latency, high error probability and low bandwidth [6].
Due to the distinctive characteristic of the underwater environment, designing the routing protocol for communication network in UWSNs is tough challenge. First, the distribution area in UWSNs is so enormous which is using three-dimensional architecture. Nevertheless, the nodes are usually deployed in sparse area because they are more expensive as compared to TWSNs [7]. Second, sensor nodes in UWSNs are solely run by the battery, compared to TWSNs nodes which can use solar to prolong the power, which unable to recharged and swapping them are also challenging because of water situation [1].

Lastly, in UWSNs caused by the irrelevant usage of Global Position System (GPS) signal because in the underwater, high radio frequency is quickly absorbed, so assigning and to receive and share the sensor node location information is very challenging task in UWSNs compared to TWSNs [2, 7, 8].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses the challenges in Design UWSNs. Section III will overview on Modeling Acoustic UWSNs. Section IV presents our study for the performance of UWSNs routing protocol under high-density network. Finally, Section V presents our result and conclusion of this study.

II. CHALLENGES IN DESIGNING UWSNS

Generally, the implementation of UWSNs has various problems and challenges. The important issues in UWSNs include communication, security, energy, node mobility, dynamic network topology, and routing.

a. Communication

Unlike TWSNs that use radio frequency to communicate among nodes, UWSNs use acoustic wave to communicate. While for UWSNs, the acoustic wave is more suitable to use for communicate among nodes. Due to low signal dampening in water, the acoustic wave is the most suitable especially in the deep ocean water environment. However, in shallow water, the acoustic communication is bothered by temperature gradients, surface noise and multipath propagation due to refraction and reflection [9]. Due to the significant latency delays in UWSNs acoustic communication, network congestion is one of the potential problem in cases where network latency is high.

b. Network Topology

Node movement is a critical issue in UWSNs compared to TWSNs where usually, TWSNs nodes are static in their position. Nodes deployed in a UWSNs are more vulnerable to position adjustment because of water current flow. While it may not be a significant issue in deep waters, but in shallow waters, the node movement is a major issue considering floating nodes (on the water surface) and nodes deployed near to water surface. According to [12], underwater objects might drift at the speed of 2-3 knots (3-6 Km/hr) in a conservative underwater environment. Despite research which has been carried out widely on UWSNs, node movement issue has not been addressed completely. Thus, UWSNs must adapt dynamically to the changes in the nodes and network topology. The network itself must be self-learning in order to adjust to the new topology.

c. Security

Though security in TWSNs has been advanced [18], research in UWSNs security is still in early stages [19]. Energy sources are limited in powering UWSNs node could impact on any introduction robust security technique as the power node will quickly run out. Research in security for UWSNs will be key to develop better and secure underwater applications using sensor networks. Due to the power required to process cryptic messages (encryption and decryption), this technique needs to be studied extensively before the appropriate security techniques can be used in UWSNs. Many challenges must be addressed first in safeguarding UWSNs including data confidentiality, data integrity, encryption of encrypted messages, secure localization and nod authentication for secure message delivery.

III. FEATURE OF ACOUSTIC UWSNS

There are several features of acoustic UWSNs.

A. High Propagation Delay

The speed travel of the acoustic wave in water is around 1500m/s, which explains for an enormous propagation delay (0.67 s/km). While for TWSNs, this delay is irrelevant because the radio frequency speed in the air is roughly 3*108m/s, but on UWSNs, it has to be cautiously well-thought-out because of the enormous delay [7, 10, 11].

B. High Energy Consumption

In UWSNs there is a need of using high power to operate compare to TWSNs since the UWSNs using the acoustic wave to communicate. The acoustic wave will travel in water environment which has many tussle such as salinity, temperature change and pressure of the water to be consider in that harsh atmosphere and long range.
communication among sensor node[2, 4]. Furthermore, due to the uncertain current flow of water, the UWSNs node is experiencing endless mobility which leads to broken communication, multipath decreased and packet drops. All of these problems can result to repetitive of packets transmission, which can add a lot of power to UWSNs nodes. Usually the power consumption for broadcasting typically 125 times more than the power consumption of the reception [5, 10].

C. High Path Loss

In UWSNs, the attenuation is one of the main reasons for the path loss. The main reason for acoustic channel attenuation in underwater is because of absorption of acoustic signal due to exchanging acoustic energy to heat. The absorption damage in acoustic in the water is large compared to the radio frequency in the air and relies heavily on signal frequency and transmission distance [7, 8, 12]. Generally the path loss in UWSNs can be computed by the equation (1) which based on signal frequency and transmission distance [12].

\[ A(l, f) = (l/l_L)^{a(f)}^{1/b}, \]  

(1)

Where \( f \) is the frequency of the signal and \( l \) is the transmission distance, taken in reference to some \( l_r \). Model path loss exponent \( k \) transmission loss, and normal value is between 1 and 2 (for cylindrical and spherical dispersion, respectively).

D. Limited Bandwidth

Usually the bandwidth of UWSNs acoustic channels is limited and naturally be determined by the broadcast power and transmission distance, and radio frequency [13]. Usually lower frequency signals are used for long distances to avoid rapid absorption with water. Additionally, upper frequencies are used in short ranges to increase bandwidth and reduce errors.

Table I have shown the standard bandwidths of UWSNs Acoustic channel for different ranges.

**TABLE I. The Available Bandwidth for Ranges in UWSNs Acoustic Channels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range (KM)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (KHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Long</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td>10-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>0.1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Short</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
it uses a reduced radius range than VBF in determine appropriate forwarder nodes which a major enhancement in the packet delivery ratio. HH-VBF uses a variety of virtual pipes from source nodes to destination nodes because HH-VBF works one-hop basis i.e. each forwarding node computes a vector from itself towards the sink. As this HH-VBF is also receiver-based, the qualified sensor node for forwarding is determined by the sensor node based on the radius range computed by the previous forwarder node.

On the other hand, due to the broadcast method hop-by-hop, network overhead is heavier than the VBF. Besides, the performance of HH-VBF is responsive to the minimum vector radius and HH-VBF also unable to handle void region areas same as VBF.

1) Simulation Setup

The sensor nodes are placed at the random location and some selected set of underwater nodes starts CBR traffic and send packets to the sink node which is at the surface of the water. Most of the parameters of the simulations were used as the default of Aqua-Sim. Table II shows the parameters that were used in this simulation. The simulations were repeated for several times and only the average values of results are taken into account. The randomness of the topology and network conditions, traffic start and stop time were controlled by seeding the random number generator with respect to the run number.

TABLE II. Some Important Parameters of the Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>500m * 500m * 500m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Acoustic Waves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Underwater Nodes</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sinks</td>
<td>One at the Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement Model</td>
<td>Static Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocols</td>
<td>UWFlooding, VBF, HH-VBF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Model</td>
<td>UnderwaterPropagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Model</td>
<td>UnderwaterPhy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Protocol</td>
<td>Broadcast Mac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Type</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR Flows</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Energy Nodes</td>
<td>1000J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>2W, P_1= 0.1W, P_0= 10mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric Spreading</td>
<td>2 (Spherical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Signal Speed</td>
<td>1500m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Data Packet Size</td>
<td>&lt;200 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Rate</td>
<td>10kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>500s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runs</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Metrics Used for Evaluating the Performance

To evaluate the performance of UWSNs routing protocols in the high-density network, the following metrics were considered:-

a) The number of Received Data Packets:

The number of the received packet at the sink is an important metric to measure the performance of the routing protocol.

b) The number of Dropped Data Packets at Application Layer:

These are not actually dropped packets – these are the packets that cannot reach the sink because of overhead, delay, and other reasons. Simply it is equal to the number of sent data packets minus the number of received data packets at the sink.

c) Packet Delivery Ratio - PDR (%):

Packet delivery ratio is the percentage of the number of packets received by the sink node at the surface of the water to the total number of packets sent into the network by the UWSNs sensor nodes.

d) Cumulative Delay (milliseconds):

The average time interval between the generation of a packet in a source UWSNs node and the successfully delivery of the packet at the UWSNs sink node. It counts all possible delays that can occur in the source and all forwarding nodes, including queuing time, packet transmission and propagation delay, and retransmissions at the MAC layer. In this work, we are finding the average of the cumulative end-to-end delay of totally the data packets. It is measured in Milli- seconds.

V. RESULT AND CONCLUSION

For this simulation setup, to simulate somewhat high-density scenario, the number of underwater sensor nodes is kept as 100 in all these experiments and keeping those 100 nodes in a small topographical area (500 m × 500 m × 500 m) makes it as a little bit denser network. For this scenario, the data source will try to send a maximum of 100 data packets for each one data source traffic. So if there will be a six data sources traffic, then it will try to send 600 packets in total for this simulation. The analysis was made with the default output log files that were exclusively generated by Aqua-Sim extension of the simulator.
A. Analysis of the Result

The following line graph shows the number of successfully receive data packets at the sink node due to the different number of traffic flows. As shown in Fig. 1, the performance of UWFlooding is poor and even getting very poor with respect to the increase in the number of traffic data flows from different source nodes. The performance of the VBF and HH-VBF routing protocols seems to be almost equal and giving an acceptable performance with respect to the increase in the number of traffic data flows.

![Fig. 1. Number Flow vs Received Data Packets](image1)

The following line graph shows the number of data packets dropped an application layer with respect to the different number of traffic flows. As shown in Fig. 2, the performance of UWFlooding is poor and getting worst due to the increase in the number of traffic data flows from different source nodes. While for the performance of the VBF and HH-VBF routing protocols in terms of dropped data packets seems to be almost equal and a little bit better than UWFlooding but also getting worst as a result of the increasing number of traffic data flows from different source nodes.

![Fig. 2. Number Flow vs Dropped Data Packets](image2)

The following line graph shows the performance in terms of PDR in consequence to the different number of traffic flows. As shown in Fig. 3, the performance of UWFlooding is poor and even getting more worst due to the increase in the number of traffic data flows from different source nodes. While for VBF and HH-VBF, for the early flow their performance seems to be almost equal and better than UWFlooding. But their performance is getting worst once there is an increase in the number of traffic data flows from source nodes.

![Fig. 3. Number Flow vs Packet Delivery Ratio](image3)

The following line graph in Fig.4 shows the performance in terms of cumulative delay with respect to the different number of traffic flows. The performance of the HH-VBF routing protocols seems to be a little bit poor than VBF. While for the UWFlooding in terms of end to end cumulative delay, its perform better than the two other routing protocols and even almost constant irrespective of the number of flows.

![Fig. 4. Number Flow vs Cumulative Delay](image4)

The three UWSNs routing protocols including other UWSN routing protocols that we reviewed in [17], highly depending on ‘broadcast’ based communication and data transfer between source and sink. This is the main reason
for most of the overheads involved in these protocols. So reducing the number of forwarding nodes will reduce these overheads.

VBF and HH-VBF are producing less overhead compared to UWFlooding because of the reduction in the broadcast by doing broadcasts within a small ‘virtual pipe’ which is the core idea of their routing protocol design.

The UWFlooding was able to provide very low end to end delay because of its vigorous nature of forwarding packets at each hop. But the same nature will also increase the other overheads. Even though we are expecting good performance in the case of HH-VBF from the theoretical point of view, practically it provided equal or little bit poor performance than normal VBF as per the most of the metrics. But in most of the cases, the normal VBF performed a little bit better than the HH-VBF protocol. The reason for this difference may be due to the additional overhead involved in the design of HH-VBF protocol.

B. Conclusion

In this paper, we try to evaluate the performance of UWSNs routing protocols in a high-density network scenario. From the result shows that all three routing protocol suffers from unreliable performance when there is more traffic flow in the high-density network scenario. Among them, the UWFlooding is the worst performer because the technique implies that routing protocols are just forward the packets. While for two other routing protocols, VBF and HH-VBF they share almost identical or much better performance among them.

In our future works, we will do an extensive study and evaluation on the available routing protocols and it might help to improve some of the existing routing protocol that apply a multiple sink node instead only one sink node to further study the effect on high-density network scenarios in UWSNs.
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